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§7. Abel Inversion Scheme for the Multi-
channel Far Infrared Laser Interferometer 
Tanaka, K., Kawahata, K., Tokuzawa, T. 
Temporal evolutions of electt-on density profiles 
have been measured by the 13 channel vertical view far 
infrared laser (C02 Iaser pumped CH30H laser, wavelength 
is 118.8 Jim) interferometer. Figure'l shows the cross 
section of the interferometer. The beam width is 40 mm in 
the plasma, and chord spacing is 9Omm. The periphmd 
chords of interferometer and YAG laser Thomson scatterini, 
which measures electt-on density from X point to X point in 
the horizontal view, show the density becomes zero at the 
outside boundary of the ergodic region, which is shown in 
fig.1 with a dashed line. Therefore, density contours for 
the Abel inversion calculation have to be defmed in the 
ergodic region as well. The density contours in the 
ergodic region are interpolated from the shape of the Last 
Oosed Flux Surfaces (LCFS) and shape of boundary of 
ergodic region. Contributions of the phase shift caused 
by the density in the divertor leg are negligible, because the 
chord at R = 4.3m , which pass through only divertor legs, 
shows negligible phase shift. 
The simple slice and stuck technique are applied 
for the Abel inversion calculation. Plasma cross section 
was divided into 10 slices, and average density of each 
slices are calculated. Then, the radial density profiles are 
constructed from the averaged density. The boundary of 
the slices corresponds to magnetic smfaces inside of LCFS , 
and to interpo1ated surfaces outside of LCFS. 
Magnetic flux smfaces are calculated by the ,MIlD 
equilibrium calculation by using the VMEC code 
changing the pressure profile and total beta value. Then , 
the best one is selected to minimize the difference of the 
radial density profiles between inside and outside of the 
magnetic axis after frying several magnetic smfaces • As 
shown in fig. 2, radial density profiles inside and outside of 
the magnetic axis have almost same value by using 
appropriate magnetic smface with magnetic axis shift, 
however they differ each other by using the vacuum 
magnetic surface. At high beta (more than 0.5 % ) with 
peaked density profiles, magnetic axis position is well 
detennined by using this scheme. And results have 
good .agreement with iterative MIlD equilibrium 
calculation 3. 
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Fig.1 Cross section of multi channel 
interferometer. Thin solid lines 
indicate interferometer chord .. 
Dots indicate magnetic the field line 
tracein the ergodic and divertor region. 
and outer magnetic axis inversion using 
selected magnetic surfaces,respectively. 
Dashed thick thin lines indicate inner 
and outer magnetic axis inversion using 
vacuume magnetic surfaces respectively. 
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